Term
Topic

5

Brilliant Poetry

What I am learning this term
Key Skills

Subject
Maths

I can…..
Number/Repeated addition/Number bonds/Place Value

English

The Puffin Book of Fantastic First Poems/Who is
Afraid of the Big Bad Book/Orion and The Dark
Writing poetry
Performing Poetry
Writing similes/Use adjectives
Observe and name a variety of sources of sound,
noticing that we hear with our ears.

Science

What is the
investigation?
Computing
Art

History

PE
Music

RE
Community

Knowledge of the
World
SEAL
Aspiration

How far away can we hear sounds?

Collect and analyse information
Describe the work of notable artists,
artisans and designers.
• Use some of the ideas of artists studied to
create pieces.
Ask questions such as: What was it like for people?
What happened? How long ago?
Use artefacts, pictures, stories, online sources
and databases to find out about the past.
Identify some of the different ways the past
has been represented.
Show an understanding of the concept of nation and a
nation’s history.
Show an understanding of concepts such
as civilisation, monarchy, parliament, democracy, and
war and peace.
Games

Where can you find it?
Orion and the Dark repeated
addition
Counting poetry (songs)
i.e. Recount, Discussion,
Instructions,
Explanation, persuasion, report

Listen to poetry being performed
Add drums to poems and listen for
quiet and loud sounds
Sound walk
Investigate how ears work
Take instruments onto playground
and conduct experiment with
different distances away
Children to find out what the
opposite class favourite poem is
Listen to poems draw and respond
what is in minds eye
Research Brigit Riley (spaghetti
poem)
Look at poetry and folk tales – then
investigate how people lived during
those times
Who is Afraid of the Big Bad Book –
children to think about the Prince
and Queen etc. Children to reflect
on how it is the same as our country.
Children to make a list of
similarities and difference
(Monarchy)
See Mr Byford’s plans

Use symbols to represent a composition and use them
to help with a performance.

Write a poem and add music and
record as symbols

What do Hindus celebrate?

See scheme

Assembly – children to share their favourite poems
Ask Mayor, Amber Rudd and HT to share their
favourite poems
Covered in History
Relationships
Write poems and make a class to display in the school
library

British Values

How have values changed in Britain over the last 100
years

Homework Ideas
Find your favourite poem
Go to the library
Repeated addition
Look at when the sun goes down and record the time
Place value
Investigate Hastings in the past

